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Abstract
Initially we are talking only savings but

nowadays when women together busy an exchange
their idea and thoughts then they are also talking
about learning and savings. It seems that in rural
area people especially woman faces so many
problems in their daily life it won’t be wrong if we
say that still woman condition in rural area is not
even up to the mark. If they are interested to talk
with savings they’re having some objective in their
hand but in their group so many other matters also
when they discuss with each other because women
also understand that impotence of saving in their
limited life. But knew energy direction and
permanent factors it’s very necessary nowadays
while observing so many years woman’s play very
important role in self help groups to empower the
woman so many ruler area savings especially
women help groups try to empower the women.
But this is not this much easy because they are
facing so many political issues and family issues
and society issues also in rural area up to rupees
50 thousands annual earn people. Government
given by their panchayath annual opportunity to
work together but still there is a various wide scope
two approaches properly now what is this help
groups prove there existence so that they can
empower. Another grow up and the thinking
process also increase an enhance so many
examples in our society those who are running self
help groups specially for woman’s in rural area
the involving in venial an also included
administration concentration and solve the
problem in their daily life.
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Introduction

In our nation so many states available like Chhattisgarh where self help groups also constituted
to work together while taking advantage of government policies women and children Department self
help organization running. Nowadays so many government policies which give advantaged women
last so many years there are a number of incidents occur in our society like water problem, like cleanness
of society and so many others problems like schools, Angan badee Raksa team facility and safety of
women also which women needed. We know what is responsible for that situation but there is a power
in their hand of self help groups definitely they try to completed their responsibility in proper manner
it’s also seems that this groups off cell Brooks women’s they conduct the meeting an exchanger idea
and thoughts not only for saving they also exchanged their feelings and they share their happiness and
sorrows which is also very beneficial to maintain healthy and suitable environment in our surroundings.
Equality, law, another social responsibility also they fulfil in a right a correct manner in constitution of
India all citizens have equal right to engage the opportunity in our constitution. This rural area also
pleases very important to which means the society establishment. Another who are not having good
financial condition they also survive and try to prove their self in right direction it also seems that self
help groups only possible when this woman’s are participated actively. In so many places the walk
hard of woman’s are incredible in area of education, health, anganwadi where self help groups create
so many benchmarks for our society. The role of self help group is to feel comforts level where this
women feel good while work.

Literature review

Today we leave in 21st century year cut through competition available and existing still in our
nation state like Chhattisgarh here so many woman’s those initially struggling but while they deciding
to establish their self so they make some group initially with two or four people and they decided some
people in same category educating them and they realize that the right of women under which so many
works in different places, books, newspaper, Journal and different websites is included here specifically
of chhattisgarh.

Role of self help groups

The role of self help groups to motivate woman’s and organize them properly. They also appreciate
to increase the savings not only in individual level organizational as well. In their group they should
maintain proper accounts and take care time to time. There should be meeting and they also give
trainings. Their Initial capital which should be arranged with the help of bank. Show many arju’s
(karm pradhan) also working to facilitate in that manner. Proper utilization of available resources an
also use their mental efficiency reason for maintain self help groups.

The main importance is economic empowerment of self help groups to make them connected
with each other. I say in this way small sort of savings is appreciated so that their future will become
safe and know fulfils all the needs that requirement in together they help the government policies for
self help groups to empower the woman’s.

A gender inequality we all our family are existing in our nation so Chhattisgarh is not far away
from this way because here man dominated nation and woman always try to equal to men but they face
so many difficult problem in their daily life so in our society also empowerment of woman is the
priority is nowadays.

Political situation also please very important role specially state like Chhattisgarh where self
help groups running and completing their tasks they maintain their groups to take advantage of
government policies in different departments like children and woman Department self help awareness
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and so many other government policies so that woman’s involvement become increase and initially
they help self and they try to help others also we don’t forget the importance of political issues in last
so many years there are a number of incidents happens where woman’s perform their ability and prove
while there is a adverse situation in front of all of them ah so many area where a woman plays very
good walk specially in school sang and body monitoring of Russian card and defense also nowadays.

In education there are a number of self help groups they show their talent in better and different
ways and their group regularly provide the education of accounts training exchange of ideas and thoughts
and they increase their personality. They also earn knowledge so they can survive this much competitive
environment there are a number of institution those who are giving facility do these sort of self help
groups and they also somehow build a character so that they can strongly work can survive in this
much competitive world. Definitely they face so many difficulty and problem while they try to survive
this much society but they still if they’re interested to survive definitely they have to face the problem
without any hesitation and they try to work on the situation. And the moment you overcome the situation
only then you can easily survive and definitely the patience level which you weren’t having it’s incredible.

Present situation to make self help groups

Nowadays an number of government policy which provide the facility to walk together to self
help groups specially in angling body woman and child Department etc.. Woman’s if together and self
employment definitely it’s good not only for family society as well and the contribution of woman is
very important not only in a state or All India different Department swear a woman performed their
role very strongly and we cannot forget the importance of woman and you know child Department an
angry body Kendra where this woman please very put roll.

Conclusion

In this self help groups nowadays definitely it’s difficult to survive, but still they are performing
and completing their duties and responsibility in a proper way so that they prove their self in front of
others. They are having a number of factors I wish they complete their duty and responsibility. Now
what is the people are living in modern society where we’re talking about equality but a woman also
tried to become equal rights which also given by law. They also properly take care of their families,
responsibility of families, kids and their work together while making their groups. As far as state and
central government guideline is concerned nowadays central and state jointly work together and also
launch so many schemes where these sort of self help groups will be benefited and they become strong
enough. They also work not only for society but for self, for their state, for their district, for their know
particular community. So that others also learn and try to survive in these self help groups where a
woman up to somehow show their strength while managing this sort of activity so it’s good enough.

Suggestion

Being a citizen of India, this paper is thinking about the mindset of the woman and they’re strong
enough. It shows that self help group and they help each other to become survive and become strong
and place, their role and duties properly and it’s the way of progress and they try to become a strong
enough.
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